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You Will Love Where We Take You.. .

HOW TO REACH SILLARI
Sillari Gate is located around 80 Kms from Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar 
Interna�onal Airport Nagpur. 
Sillari Gate is located around 75.6 Kms from Morbhavan Bus Stand 
Nagpur.

Our rooms at Sillari offers all the comforts of modern life in addi�on to being 
close to nature.

ROOMS

Our corporate offsite ac�vi�es & experiences which can double up for 
training sessions, well equipped with a projec�on system and other 
ancillaries where the people can have their business discussion.

CONFERENCE ROOM

You can have a experience of being with nature closer than ever by cycling at 
a slow speed and exploring the nature and li�le exercise of your legs. 
Haven't it is a great idea.

CYCLE TRACK

Scan & reach 

HELPING HAND
We solicit your contribu�on for wild life conserva�on & eco development 

through Pench Tiger conversion founda�on 

For more Information Please Visit 
penchtigerreserve.maharashtra.gov.in

on Social Media
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The Puliyal souvenir shop offers an exquisite collec�on of ar�facts and wildlife 
souvenirs. You can find a wide range of Wall hangings, pain�ngs, T- shirts, safari 
essen�als etc can be taken back with you as a souvenir from Sillari.

You can Enjoy the Wild life related movies in The Tiger Tale Auditorium 
Situated in Amaltas Campus, which has si�ng capacity are more then 80.

AUDITORIUM
It is a center encompassing Tribal Hut & informa�on boards depic�ng daily life 
& cultural a�ributes of Gond tribe, which forms majority of the local tribal  
popula�on. It Is An Integral Part Of Gond And Muria Tribal Life In Regions Of 
And The Neighboring Areas In , Maharashtra In India. 

Snuggled in the southern slopes of the satpura ranges of central India lies Pench 
Tiger Reserve famous for hills, forests, valleys, flora and fauna. Sillari is the 
famous and one among the 7 gates for Pench, Maharashtra. Sillari is located 
around 70 kms from Nagpur. It has a beau�ful forest with dense bamboo and 
teak, with a lot of water bodies and waterfall. One can even see the Meghdoot  
dam & Totladoh Reservoir build on the Pench river. This part of the forest has 
good sigh�ngs of Tigers, leopards, wild dogs, Indian gaur, sloth bear, chital & 
sambar etc. Besides, the present   forest is paradise for bird watcher. 

You can experience the thrill of Tiger in jungle while naviga�ng through the 
corridors of interpreta�on center “Tiger Tale”.

The Pench Tiger Reserve is aptly called the "Land of the Tigers' and the best 
way to spot these majes�c predators is through gypsy safaris. The gypsy 
safaris organized by Pench Tiger Reserve, starts from Amaltas campus which 
one can find on the le� side of the Sillari road. A�er entering the Amaltas 
premises at very first sight you will no�ce a �cket counter from where you will 
be able to get into the incredible approximately 56 km journey in the jungle.
Safari is operated twice daily, early morning and a�ernoon, and the �mings 

SILLARI GATE 

Sillari is the gateway to Pench Tiger Reserve, Maharashtra. Pench Tiger Reserve 
derives its name from the river “Pench”. Once a tourist enters through this 
famous gate, he or she will be in the lap of Mother Nature and gets to set the 
beauty and bounty of forest and wildlife. Along the route, one gets the 
opportunity to see major fauna of Pench like chital, sambhar, deer, wild dog, 
Indian Gaur, Langoor and also Tiger, the top predator. Tourist can also enjoy the 
sight of Meghdoot dam, Totladoh reservoir and Pench River. The forest houses 
number of winged beau�es making it a paradise for bird watchers.

vary seasonally according to sunrise and sunset. It covers various sites in en 
route Fefarikund, Bakhari talav, Venuvan, Bhivsen forest etc. At Bhivsen 
Complex, tourist can get down and relax for a while and enjoy the snacks.

ATTRACTIONS

Spend your �me with your family and friend in the Auditorium which is part of 
“Tiger Tale”, watch documentaries and go through the evolu�on of Pench Tiger 
Reserve. 

AUDITORIUM

To keep your lovely visit to Pench lively, do visit our Pulliyal souvenir shop and 
buy our souvenirs in a way to help our locals.

SOUVENIR
SHOP

While in the safari, you may be lucky enough to get a glimpse of the Tiger but 
to know the life history of the majes�c animal visit “Tiger Tale”, an 
interpreta�on centre in Amaltas Complex.

TIGER TALE

SAFARI
The Pench Tiger Reserve is aptly called the "Land of the Tigers' and the best 
way to spot these majes�c predators is through gypsy safaris. The gypsy 
safaris organized by Pench Tiger Reserve, starts from Amaltas campus which 
one can find on the le� side of the Sillari road. A�er entering the Amaltas 
premises at very first sight you will no�ce a �cket counter from where you will 
be able to get into the incredible approximately 56 km journey in the jungle.
Safari is operated twice daily, early morning and a�ernoon, and the �mings 

GOTUL

To understand about Gond and Madia tribes, their sustainable way of living 
near to nature and cultured ethos, visit the Ghotul an interpreta�on centre in 
Amaltas Complex. It has a tribal hut and decked with Gond pain�ngs and 
informa�on on Gondi way of life.

Discovering the jungle on foot is a totally different and thrilling experience. 
Accompanied by local guides, every step takes you closer to ge�ng to 
uncover the treasures of Pench. The nature trail in Paoni forest is self 
interac�ve and get the experiences of forest bathing. You will be 
accompanied by local guide who will relate the secrets of Nature. 

NATURE TRAIL

Enjoy lip smacking cuisines in the Canteen at Amltas Complex with hygienic 
and temp�ng range of village cuisines with the friends and family.

CANTEEN

In the campus, you will witness the huge telescope room through which you 
can have a look of stars, planets far away, giving you a thrilling and 
mesmerizing experience.

TELESCOPE ROOM
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